
Gardens Of Paradise
Ambient Pendant Lights

Inspired by the Islamic Gardens and crafted 

using the dying art of Copper Enameling

Designed By: Tasneem Kachwala



Concept Note
Jannatul Firdaus; Garden of Paradise, is the 

fundamental concept on which the Islamic gardens were 

built. Inspired by the distinct elements and structures of 

the garden; Zalania and Rubaie-Noori are a pair of 

pendant lights that are crafted using the dying art of 

copper enamelling. 

EkiBeki is a hybrid social enterprise working with 

various crafts along with Copper Enamelling Artisans 

based in Alibaug, Maharashtra, India. One of their aims 

is scaling up and expanding the craft. This project 

explores that by conceptualizing a new line of lighting 

products to expand the range of the craft in home 

décor. The roots of this craft are in the Mughal history 

which is why the theme of Gardens of Paradise was 

chosen for this project keeping in mind the décor trends 

of today. 
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Zalania
Zala + Thamania (Shadow + Eight)

This double-layered pendant light is 
created using the dying craft of copper 
enameling and inspired by the 
elements of Islamic Garden. This 
ambient, eye-catching fixture, plays with 
lights and shadows to provide grandeur 
to the space it’s in, don’t let its size 
deceive you. 
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Features

The type of luminaire used is soft 
white, Mixed light (MixU). It is 

Predominant upwards with 30% Direct 
and 70% Indirect lighting. 

It is made using 18 gauge copper with 
copper chain suspenders. The lowest 

layer is a copper light box

The use of warm spot light  (3W) is 
used to create desired shadow effect at 

night.

It is approximately 2-3 ft tall and makes 
for a great ambient light in spaces such 
as Foyers, narrow walkways, Mini Home 

bars, etc

The height is adjustable due to the use 
of copper chains and rings. 
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Structure
The shape, palette and motifts of this lamp are inspired 

by the elements of Islamic Gardens.

The blue represents the flowing waters while the greens 

represent the trees and plants used to line the paths.

Octagonal shape has been used and divided in four 

parts; that is a key and auspicious element of the 

Islamic gardens

The gaps represent pathways and is used to create a 

light and shadow play.

The beautiful and vibrant glass enameling in 

combination with copper reflects the light that grabs the 

attention of an onlooker.

“Those who believe and do the things that are right, 

they shall have the Gardens of Paradise for their 

abode.” 

- Sura xviii. 107
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Rubaei-Noori
Rubaei + Noor (Quadrilateral + Light)

This single-layered pendant light is 
created using the craft of copper 
enameling and inspired by the 
elements of Islamic Gardens. This 
ambient, eye-catching light, makes for a 
perfect foyer fixture. 
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Features

The type of luminaire used is warm, 
Mixed light (MixD). It is Predominant 
downwards with 70% Direct and 30% 

Indirect lighting. 

It is made using 18 gauge copper.The use of decorative filament bulb 
(6W) is used to compliment the copper 

and can be changed depending on 
preference.

It is approximately 2 ft tall and makes 
for a great ambient light in spaces such 
as Foyers, narrow walkways, Mini Home 

bars, etc.

The height of the wire is adjustable.
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Structure
The shape, palette and motifts of this lamp are inspired 

by the elements of Islamic Gardens.

The blue represents the flowing waters while the motif 

is a contemporary version representing the structure of 

trees and plants used to line the paths.

Octagonal shape has been used and divided in four 

parts; that is a key and auspicious element of the 

Islamic gardens

The gaps represent pathways and is used to create a 

light and shadow play.

The beautiful and vibrant glass enameling in 

combination with copper reflects the light that grabs the 

attention of an onlooker.

“Those who believe and do the things that are right, 

they shall have the Gardens of Paradise for their 

abode.” 

- Sura xviii. 107
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Introduction
The handicrafts Sector plays an important role in the 
economy of India. In a developing technology-run and 
industrialized world, people are forgetting the traditional 
crafts and moving towards innovation. Preserving and 
supporting the skills and knowledge of traditional crafts 
is a growing challenge. 

While Indian artisans are trained in churning out unique 
handmade products, they’re struggling to keep up with 
the latest trends and innovations. Artisans these days are 
bringing in a mixture of old and new designs to balance 
the avant-garde and the traditional. By Initiating 
awareness programs and collaborations between the 
artisans and the urban designers and brands, they can 
better explore opportunities together.

EkiBeki is a hybrid social enterprise that works towards 
preserving the rich craft heritage of India and promote 
traditional arts and crafts in contemporary forms. Their 
aim is to revive the folk arts and crafts of India, helping 
generate sustainable livelihoods for artisans, and 
growing the craft community clusters in their natural 
habitat.

Customers 
have limited 

choice

Less art is 
purchased 

Artisans 
get less 
money

Artisans 
move to 

other jobs

Availability 
of less art
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Context

Challenges faced by the cluster While the artisans are skilled at 
glass powder application, they 

have little expertise in the making 
of the copper base.

Because of the use of melting 
powdered glass, copper 

enameling is restricted to flat or 
shallow sloped surface products.

Acquiring an exact color while 
enameling is subject to variation 

hence can cause a difference 
between two pieces.

Because of the dying nature of the 
craft, there are few products out 

there that are in line with the 
trends of today in terms of variety, 

colors, patterns and themes.

Meenakari is the art of painting or embellishing various 
metals like gold, silver, etc with enamel. It is often 
practiced in jewellery and decorative art. Enameling was 
done on gold, whereas today, it is done on other metals 
like silver and copper as well. 

The art blossomed under Mughal patronage and was 
introduced by Raja Man Singh of Amber In the 16th 
century and modified for the Indian market.

Scaling up the Copper Enamel Cluster in Alibaug, 
Maharashtra is an upcoming EkiBeki project. It was 
introduced by Mr. Mahatre, in Alibaug in the 1980s. He 
started five workshops in Alibaug out of which two 
survive today. Copper enamel products already have 
demand and with more market access, it has the 
potential to grow. 
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siasat.com

Aga Khan Centre

Goals of Project / Learning 
Outcome
 Meenakari work has its roots and origins in Mughal 

history. the Interior trends of today seem to be 
adapting an eco-friendlier approach as people are 
moving towards warmer tones and natural elements 
with clean lines and bold touches. 

 Keeping these factors in mind, the chosen theme for 
the projects is ‘Gardens of Paradise’, inspired by the 
elements and structures of Islamic Gardens and the 
essence of gardens described in the Holy Quran 

 Using the above as an inspiration to create colours, 
patterns and art that can be used for copper enamel 
products in the home décor category.

 Exploring beyond flat and shallow surfaced products 
and experimenting with 3d structures. 
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Primary Research Keypoints– Talks, Exchanges and Interviews
Insights from exchanges with Vishpala Hundekari | Director & Founder at Ekibeki | Subject – Target audience, corporate gifting and décor 
products, requirements.

 What is the average income of the target audience for home decor products? Above 30L per annum

 Is it usually the consumers that directly buy or is it via a third party (interior designer, stylist, decor magazine, etc)? Directly (but need to explore other 
opportunities)

 Which category / categories do the consumer normally incline towards while buying your products; purely decorative, everyday functional, mildly functional, 
brought out on special occasions? We are currently working on very few categories so rightly its mostly decorative but we want to move to functional 
decorative items.

 If there is any aesthetic / visual / functional preference or USP that EkiBeki would like to keep constant in their products? Contemporary/ modern look using 
the traditional crafts and also combining techniques to create something new.

 If you could give a brief description of what sort of interior style would EkiBeki’s home decor products fit within? Earthy, modern

 Based on the project brief and other studio interactions; Ekibeki is also looking into expanding their products in the corporate gifting line as well. They 
would like to understand how to maintain a consistency of orders in the gifting market. This is because there is no repetition in orders after one bulk. So, 
understanding the why’s and how’s of this category is one of their goals as well.

 She also provided more information about the craft of copper enameling and the technical drawbacks, times, colours and materials that affect what products 
can be made with this craft.

Insights from exchange with Parizad Sidhwa Kampani | CA, Co-Founder and CEO of BuddyGo, Ex-Senior Tax manager at Standard Chartered 
Bank | Subject – Corporate gifting

Insights from an exchange with Manoj Dangoria | Furniture Designer, Interior Product Designer, Craft Designer, Visualizer | Subject – Creating 
structures with limitations, Corporate gifting and home décor products.

 Different methods of making 3-D structures using only surfaces with metals | Importance of aesthetic based on target audience | Complications of corporate 
gifting | Mixing materials and making items

Trying to get in contact with various experts in enameling | Subject – Enameling process and how it’s done
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Primary Research – Interviews (10 nos) and customer personas
Some Key points are as follows:

 While a lot of them who understand the craft industry were appreciative of the designs, many thought it wasn’t to their taste or didn’t know how exactly would 
it fit with their interiors or understood decorating much and left it up to their spouses.

 While the most common answer was to see how the products look in a space setting and arrangement to gain a better understanding of how it can fit in 
interiors, some wanted to see more functional décor, and some wanted to see more soft yet clean and vivid art that would blend better with their spaces as 
copper was already a metal heavy on the eyes.

 One pointed out the lack of décor in uncommon categories like, mini home bars, mini corridor entrances to rooms, washrooms, wall nooks.

 While the most common answer was to see how the products look in a space setting and arrangement to gain a better understanding of how it can fit in 
interiors, some wanted to see more functional décor, and some wanted to see more soft yet clean and vivid art that would blend better with their spaces as 
copper was already a metal heavy on the eyes.
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1) Preparing the 
base

7) Dipping in water 
for final clean

3) First firing 5) Dipping in acid for 
approx. 10-15 

minutes

6) Cleaning and 
buffing the base

8) Adding a layer of 
powdered flux

2) Sanding the 
edges

4) Post firing

9) Shaping wire to 
design and carefully 

applying it on the 
base using delicate 

tweezers

15) Final buffing and 
polishing

11) Post second 
firing and cleaning. 

The flux turns 
transparent

13) Third firing to 
melt colours

14) Final cleaning 16) Dipping in 
lacquer and drying 

in sun

10) Second firing to 
fuse flux and wire 

design to the base

12) Applying glass 
powder colour 

mixed with a bit of 
water

Visiting the artisans at Alibaug and learning the craft process
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Secondary Research Key points– Islamic Gardens 

Inspiration board 

The concept of the Islamic Garden developed by the 
Muslim sultans finds its source in the term jannat ul
firdaus used in the Holy Quran. Hypothetically speaking, 
jannat ul firdaus, the fundamental Islamic conception of 
paradise as a garden, is the original classic on which the 
model of the earthly gardens was based. The imagery of 
an Islamic garden’s archetype had distinct constituent 
elements which are as follows:

 Flowing Water: Water is the heart of the Islamic Garden. A 
fountain at the center of a pool or flowing water refreshes the 
eyes, cools the body in high temperatures and provides a space 
for spiritual contemplation.

 Four Divisions: The number four plays an important role in the 
geometrical layout of an Islamic Garden, as it is typically laid out 
within a rectangle. Four represents the order of the universe 
with its four directions and four elements. 

 Octagon: It represents a geometrical link between a circle --
symbolizing heaven in Islam -- and a square, which represents 
Earth. The number eight is associated with paradise. They also 
represent the eight parts of the Qur’an.

 Trees and Plantation: Greenery softens the geometric lines of 
the Islamic Garden. Traditionally, plane trees were planted to 
create all-important shade. Cyprus trees are frequently a 
feature, as are fruit trees such as the fig, peach, orange and 
almond, which give both scent and fruit. The Cyprus tree 
represents the male principle and the fruit trees symbolize the 
female, according to documents from both the Persian and 
Mughal cultures. 
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Secondary Research Key points – Décor Trends

Mood board 

The overall interior trends of today focuses on neutral 
palettes with a touch of pop and eye-catching 
conversation starters for décor. 

They have along with those, more natural elements made 
of more organic materials and somber colours, paired 
with plants to bring the outdoors inside. 

Comfort curves and a timeless look is also something 
that is seen today.

There is a focus on drawing attention to a particular 
space with statement pieces. May it be a DIY’ed antique 
furniture, unique finds from local fleas, or a pop of bold 
patterns and colours. 

There’s nothing like making a good first impression, and 
designers predict that the entryways to homes including 
foyers and mudrooms, Powder rooms, Small seating 
areas, mini home bars, etc, will get attention this coming 
year. 
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Copper Enamel Palette 

Final Palette
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Creating Samples at the Artisan workshop. These designs are 
not a part of the final product and were done to explore the 

craft and colour application. 
Some insights gathered are as follows:

- White when used as highlights really enhances the look 
rather than and entire space application unless done 

strategically.
- Contrasts applied adjacently adds vividness to the design 

may it be in hues, or brightness. 
- Ultimately the colour applied is granular hence there is no 

‘mixing’ instead it is a stippling effect that is formed.
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Ideation and Quick Sketches 
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Lazer cut Models

Final Prototype Parts
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